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Engineering Secure Software and Systems: Third International SymposiumSpringer, 2011

	It is our pleasure to welcome you to the third edition of the International Symposium
	on Engineering Secure Software and Systems.


	This unique event aims at bringing together researchers from software engineering
	and security engineering, which might help to unite and further develop
	the two communities in this and future...
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Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects (7th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011


	Welcome to

	Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects, 7th edition.

	This book is intended for use in a two-semester C++ programming sequence, or an

	accelerated one-semester course. Students new to programming, as well as those with

	prior course work in other languages, will nd this text bene cial. The...
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Rules of Play: Game Design FundamentalsMIT Press, 2003


	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has...
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The Kindle Fire Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2012

	This affordable and engaging guide is packed with practical information to you help you get the most from your Kindle Fire. Amazon Kindle expert Scott McNulty offers plenty of tips and pointers for using Amazon's trim tablet, including how to download apps, read books, take advantage of the Amazon cloud, and browse...
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Molecular Imaging: FRET Microscopy and Spectroscopy (Methods in Physiology Series)Academic Press, 2005

	The detection and measurement of the dynamic interactions of proteins within the living cell are critical to our understanding of cell physiology and pathophysiology. With FRET microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, basic and clinical scientists can make such measurements at very high spatial and temporal resolution. But sources of...
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GPU Pro 4: Advanced Rendering TechniquesCRC Press, 2013

	GPU Pro4: Advanced Rendering Techniques presents ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many of your day-to-day graphics programming challenges. Focusing on interactive media and games, the book covers up-to-date methods for producing real-time graphics.


	Section editors Wolfgang Engel,...
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Vision Based Systemsfor UAV Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This monograph is motivated by a significant number of vision based algorithms for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) that were developed during research and development projects. Vision information is utilized in various applications like visual surveillance, aim systems, recognition systems, collision-avoidance systems and navigation. This book...
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Instant Ember.js Application Development How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ember.js is a frontend web development framework that organizes your JavaScript into clean, reusable code. With its powerful tools and concepts at your disposal you can create large scale web applications that rival native applications.


	No matter how big your application gets, Ember.js makes your code manageable.

...
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Fundamentals of Parameterized Complexity (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This comprehensive and self-contained textbook presents an accessible overview of the state of the art of multivariate algorithmics and complexity. Increasingly, multivariate algorithmics is having significant practical impact in many application domains, with even more developments on the horizon. The text describes how the multivariate...
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Modeling Volcanic Processes: The Physics and Mathematics of VolcanismCambridge University Press, 2013

	Understanding the physical behavior of volcanoes is key to mitigating the hazards active volcanoes pose to the ever-increasing populations living nearby. The processes involved in volcanic eruptions are driven by a series of interlinked physical phenomena, and to fully understand these, volcanologists must employ various physics...
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Effective Modern C++: 42 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of C++11 and C++14O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coming to grips with C++11 and C++14 is more than a matter of familiarizing yourself with the features they introduce (e.g., auto type declarations, move semantics, lambda expressions, and concurrency support). The challenge is learning to use those features effectively—so that your software is correct, efficient,...
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Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems (Expert's Voice in Development)Apress, 2012

	Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems is a one-of-a-kind book, not dependent on any single technology. Rather, it provides a way to integrate the most efficient techniques from a variety of programming methods, in a manner that makes designing and programming software look easy.


	Iterating...
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